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Abstract

GPELab is a free Matlab toolbox for modeling and numerically solving large classes of systems of Gross-Pitaevskii equations
that arise in the physics of Bose-Einstein condensates. The aim of this second paper, which follows [8], is to first present the
various pseudospectral schemes available in GPELab for computing the deterministic and stochastic nonlinear dynamics of Gross-
Pitaevskii equations [7]. Next, the corresponding GPELab functions are explained in detail. Finally, some numerical examples are
provided to show how the code works for the complex dynamics of BEC problems.
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0. Program Summary

Manuscript title: GPELab, a Matlab Toolbox to solve Gross-Pitaevskii Equations II: dynamics and stochastic simu-
lations
Authors: Xavier ANTOINE & Romain DUBOSCQ
Program title: GPELab
Licensing provisions: Standard CPC licence
Programming language: Matlab
Computer(s) for which the program has been designed: PC, Mac
Operating system(s) for which the program has been designed: Windows, Mac OS, Linux
RAM required to execute with typical data: 4000 Megabytes
Has the code been vectorised or parallelized?: Yes
Number of processors used: Most if not all
Keywords: Matlab, Bose-Einstein condensates, Gross-Pitaevskii Equation, Dynamical solution, Splitting schemes,
Relaxation scheme
CPC Library Classification: 2.7, 4.6, 7.7
Nature of problem: Simulation of dynamical solutions for a class of systems (multi-components) of time-dependent
Gross-Pitaevskii equations in 1d, 2d and 3d. This program is particularly well designed for the simulation of the
dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates as well as the computation of ground states.
Solution method: We use spectral schemes in space and splitting/relaxation scheme in time.
Running time: From a few minutes for simple problems to few hours for more complex situations on a medium com-
puter.

1. Introduction

GPELab1 (Gross-Pitaevskii Equation Laboratory) is an open access Matlab toolbox [8] developed for computing the
stationary states and the nonlinear (deterministic and stochastic) dynamics of 1d-2d-3d Gross-Pitaevskii Equations
(GPEs) [29, 38, 39, 46, 47]. The GPE is widely used for modeling Bose-Einstein Condensates (BECs) [6, 12, 21, 23].

1http://gpelab.math.cnrs.fr/
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GPELab can treat complex physics problems including general potentials [31, 32, 35, 54], local and nonlocal (dipole-
dipole) nonlinearities [13, 26, 27, 28, 36, 45], rotation effects [4, 17, 40, 41, 42, 48], stochastic terms [1, 2, 3, 24, 25, 50]
and/or multi-components problems [5, 11, 33, 37, 43, 44, 49, 55, 57]. The idea behind GPELab is to propose to
physicists working on BECs a simple, generic and robust computational tool for modeling a wide class of Bose-
Einstein condensates. GPELab uses pseudospectral approximation techniques [10, 12, 14, 56] which provide highly
accurate spatial solutions compared e.g. with finite difference schemes. In the first paper [8], we introduced the
numerical methods for computing the stationary states of GPEs and the most important functions that are defined in
GPELab. The aim of this second paper is to describe the numerical schemes that are included in GPELab for solving
the nonlinear deterministic and stochastic dynamics of Gross-Pitaevskii equations [1, 2, 3, 10, 24], the associated
GPELab functions and to give in detail some numerical examples.

The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction of the dimensionless GPE (section 2), we describe in
section 3 the numerical spectral schemes (Time Splitting and relaxation schemes) that are used in GPELab for the
discretization of deterministic or stochastic systems of GPEs. The associated functions are described in section 4.
Three numerical examples are fully developed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2. The dimensionless Gross-Pitaevskii equation used in GPELab

By using some suitable changes of variables [8, 12], it can be proved that the GPE coming from physics can be
rewritten as a dimensionless GPE in dimension d following

i
∂ψ

∂t
=

(
−

1
2

∆ + Vd + βd |ψ|
2 −ΩLz

)
ψ. (2.1)

The unknown ψ(t, x) is the condensate wave function that depends on the time t > 0 and spatial variable x ∈ Rd.
The operator ∆ is the standard laplacian operator, Vd(= V) is the potential function which is (x, t)-dependent and the
nonlinearity strength is βd(= β). The positive real-valued parameter Ω is the rotation speed and Lz = −i(x∂y − y∂x)
is the rotating operator in the two- and three-dimensional cases. The dimensionless energy functional Eβ,Ω is defined
[8, 15, 17] by

Eβ,Ω(ψ) =

∫
Rd

[
1
2
|∇ψ|2 + V |ψ|2 +

β

2
|ψ|4 −Ωψ∗Lzψ

]
dx, (2.2)

where ψ∗ is the complex conjugate function of ψ. We refer to [8] for more details about the notations, examples of
potentials and nonlinearities that can be defined in GPELab.

3. Spectral schemes for the simulation of the dynamics

3.1. Alternate Direction Implicit-Time Splitting pseudo SPectral (ADI-TSSP) schemes
Let us introduce A and B, two operators such that: D(A) ⊂ L2,D(B) ⊂ L2 and A+B is an operator onD(A)∩D(B).

We designate byD(A) andD(B) the domains of the operators A and B, respectively. We consider the following time-
dependent Partial Differential Equation (PDE){

∂tψ(t, x) = Aψ(t, x) + Bψ(t, x),
ψ(0, x) = ψ0(x),

and denote by ψ(t, x) = e(A+B)tψ0(x) its solution, for all t > 0 and x ∈ Rd. The Time-Splitting (TS) schemes consist in
approximating the solution ψ via a splitting of the exponential operator e(A+B)t involving the operators eAt and eBt. Let
us write

ψ(t + δt, x) = e(A+B)δtψ(t, x) ≈ ea1Aδteb1Bδtea2Aδteb2Bδt...eapAδtebpBδtψ(t, x),

where {ak, bk}1≤k≤p ⊂ R are weights that are computed to get an approximation of e(A+B)δt of a given order for a time
step δt � 1 and t ∈ R+ := {t > 0}. The most commonly used time-splitting schemes are the Lie (a1 = b1 = 1)
(see subsection 3.1.1) and the Strang (a1 = a2 = 1/2 and b1 = 1, b2 = 0) (see subsection 3.1.2) schemes. They
are respectively of order one and two. Higher-order schemes [18, 53] can be constructed with appropriately chosen
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weights {ak, bk}1≤k≤p. The motivation behind the splitting schemes lies in the fact that the equations associated to the
operators A and B can be efficiently solved. In GPELab, the standard decomposition [16, 19]

A =
i
2

∆ + iΩLz, B = −iV(t, x) − iβ|ψ(t, x)|2,

is used. As seen later, the PDE associated to A can be solved by using an Alternate Direction Implicit method and
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) [19]. In addition, the ODE related to the nonlinearity and the potential parts can be
integrated exactly.

3.1.1. The Lie ADI-TSSP scheme
Lie scheme. The Lie splitting scheme uses the following approximation

ψ(t + δt, x) ≈ ei(1/2∆+ΩLz)δte−i(V(t,x)+β|ψ|2)δtψ(t, x). (3.3)

For an initial data ψ0 = ψ(0, x) ∈ L2(Rd), we want to numerically solve (2.1) on the time interval [0,T ] (T > 0) which
is uniformly discretized. We assume that: Nδt = T , with N ∈ N and δt > 0. For 0 ≤ n ≤ N and tn = nδt, the Lie
scheme leads to the two-steps method

1) First, compute the solution ψ1 to the PDE i∂tψ1(t, x) = −
1
2

∆ψ1(t, x) −ΩLzψ1(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ Rd,

ψ1(tn, ·) = ψn.
(3.4)

2) Next, determine ψ2 solution to the ODE i∂tψ2(t, x) = V(t, x)ψ2(t, x) + β|ψ2(t, x)|2ψ2(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ Rd,

ψ2(tn, ·) = ψ1(tn+1, ·).
(3.5)

Finally, we set: ψn+1 := ψ2(tn+1, ·), which is an approximation of ψ(tn+1, ·).
Time discretization and the ADI technique. To simplify the presentation, we consider the two-dimensional case

(x = (x, y) ∈ R2) (but the 1d and 3d cases can be easily deduced). For a non rotating BEC (Ω = 0), Eq. (3.4) can
be efficiently solved by inverting the Laplacian operator through FFTs. For Ω , 0, we cannot proceed in the same
way since the operator Lz = i(y∂x − x∂y) is not diagonal in the Fourier space. In [19], Bao et al. propose to use an
ADI method to avoid this problem. This basic idea consists in splitting the derivative operators with respect to each
direction into successive equations. This allows the use of one-dimensional FFTs for solving each equation. Finally,
equation (3.4) is decomposed into the two following steps

1.a) first, find ψ(1) such that i∂tψ
(1)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂xxψ

(1)(t, x) − iΩy∂xψ
(1)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(1)(tn, ·) = ψn(·),
(3.6)

1.b) and then, compute ψ(2) as the solution to the equation i∂tψ
(2)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂yyψ

(2)(t, x) + iΩx∂yψ
(2)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(2)(tn, ·) = ψ(1)(tn+1, ·).
(3.7)

Next, Eq. (3.5) requires to solve the following ODE{
i∂tψ

(3)(t, x) = V(t, x)ψ(3)(t, x) + β|ψ(3)(t, x)|2ψ(3)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,
ψ(3)(tn, x) = ψ(2)(tn+1, x),

(3.8)
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whose solution is
ψ(3)(t, x) = ψ(2)(tn+1, x)e−iβ|ψ(2)(tn+1,x)|2(t−tn)−i

∫ t
tn

V(s,x)ds, (3.9)

which finally gives: ψn+1(x) ≈ ψ(3)(tn+1, x).
The ADI technique implies a loss of symmetry of the scheme when solving the partial differential operators of Eq.

(3.4). Indeed, we first integrate in the x-direction in (3.6) and next in the y-direction according to (3.7). To symmetrize
the scheme, we alternate the ordering of the derivative directions any two time steps. Concretely, from tn to tn+1, (3.6)
is solved and next equation (3.7) followed by (3.8). From tn+1 to tn+2, (3.7) is first solved, then equation (3.6) and
finally again Eq. (3.8).

Space discretization in 2d and implementation. GPELab considers an approach based on Fourier series represen-
tations through FFTs [8]. Periodic boundary conditions are set on the fictitious boundary of a large enough finite com-
putational box: O :=] − ax; ax[×] − ay; ay[. Let us introduce: PJ,K =

{
( j, k) ∈ N2; 0 ≤ j ≤ J − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1

}
,

with J,K ≥ 2, and two uniform discretization steps hx and hy in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The partial
Fourier pseudospectral discretizations in the x- and y-directions are respectively given by

ψ(t, x j, yk) =
1
J

J/2−1∑
p=−J/2

ψ̂p(t, yk)eiµp(x j+ax), ψ(t, x j, yk) =
1
K

K/2−1∑
q=−K/2

ψ̂q(t, x j)eiλq(yk+ay), (3.10)

∀t ∈ R+ and ∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K and where

ψ̂p(t, yk) =

J−1∑
j=0

ψ(t, x j, yk)e−iµp(x j+ax), ψ̂q(t, x j) =

K−1∑
k=0

ψ(t, x j, yk)e−iλq(yk+ay), (3.11)

with µp =
πp
ax

and λq =
πq
ax

. By using (3.10) and (3.11), the partial differential operators in the x- and y-directions are
discretized as

∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K , ∂xψ(t, x j, yk) ≈
1
J

J/2−1∑
p=−J/2

iµpψ̂p(t, yk)eiµp(x j+ax), ∂yψ(t, x j, yk) ≈
1
K

K/2−1∑
q=−K/2

iλqψ̂q(t, x j)eiλq(yk+ay).

Thus, ∀t ∈ [tn, tn+1], 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 and 1 − J/2 ≤ p ≤ J/2,we obtain

i∂tψ̂
(1)
p (t, yk) =

(
1
2
µ2

p + Ωyµp

)
ψ̂(1)

p (t, yk).

This ODE can be exactly integrated in time

∀t ∈ [tn, tn+1], ψ̂(1)
p (t, yk) = e−i( 1

2 µ
2
p+Ωyµp)(t−tn)ψ̂(1)

p (tn, yk).

Similarly, for Eq. (3.7), one gets

1 − K/2 ≤ q ≤ K/2, ψ̂(2)
q (t, x j) = e−i( 1

2 λ
2
q−Ωxλq)(t−tn)ψ̂(2)

q (tn, x j).

Thus, the first steps 1.a)-1.b) for solving Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7) on [tn, tn+1] and for the spatial grid (x j, yk)( j,k)∈PJ,K express as

ψ(1)(tn+1, x j, yk) =
1
J

J/2−1∑
p=−J/2

e−i( 1
2 µ

2
p+Ωykµp)δt ψ̂n

p(yk)eiµp(x j+Lx),

ψ(2)(tn+1, x j, yk) =
1
K

K/2−1∑
q=−K/2

e−i( 1
2 λ

2
q−Ωx jλq)δt ψ̂(1)

q (tn+1, x j)eiλq(yk+Ly).

In GPELab, these operations are based on the fft() and ifft() Matlab functions. Moreover, the exponential
matrix is computed by the usual exponential Matlab function. The discretization of (3.9) uses the standard Simpson’s
quadrature rule∫ tn+1

tn
V(s, x j, yk)ds ≈

1
6

(
V(tn, x j, yk) + 4V

(
tn+1/2, x j, yk

)
+ V(tn+1, x j, yk)

)
(tn+1 − tn) := Ṽn(x j, yk)δt,

5
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with tn+1/2 = (tn + tn+1)/2, leading to

ψ(3)(tn+1, x j, yk) = ψ(2)(tn+1, x j, yk)e−i(β|ψ(2)(tn+1,x j,yk)|2+Ṽn(x j,yk))δt.

This corresponds to a phase shift of the solution. Let us also remark that everything extend to a general nonlinearity
f (|ψ|, x). This scheme, which is called Lie ADI-TSSP scheme, is globally first-order in time and spectrally accurate
in space. The computational cost is O(M log M), setting M = JK.

3.1.2. The Strang ADI-TSSP scheme
We now briefly explain the Strang ADI-TSSP scheme since its derivation is similar to the Lie ADI-TSSP scheme.

For a time step δt, the approximation of the solution ψ is either

ψ(t + δt, x) ≈ e−i(V(t,x)+β|ψ|2)δt/2ei(1/2∆+ΩLz)δte−i(V(t,x)+β|ψ|2)δt/2ψ(t, x),

or
ψ(t + δt, x) ≈ ei(1/2∆+ΩLz)δt/2e−i(V(t,x)+β|ψ|2)δtei(1/2∆+ΩLz)δt/2ψ(t, x).

Here, we consider the second formulation. Indeed, in this case, the symmetrization of the method can be directly done
on a single step by changing the direction of the third exponential operator to the first one while this is not possible
for the second formulation. The resulting Strang ADI-TSSP scheme is given by the successive operations

1) Solve the equation i∂tψ
(1)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂xxψ

(1)(t, x) − iΩy∂xψ
(1)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1/2, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(1)(tn, ·) = ψn(·).
(3.12)

2) Find ψ(2) such that i∂tψ
(2)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂yyψ

(2)(t, x) + iΩx∂yψ
(2)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1/2, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(2)(tn, ·) = ψ(1)(tn+1/2, ·).
(3.13)

3) Determine ψ(3) which solves{
i∂tψ

(3)(t, x) = V(t, x)ψ(3)(t, x) + β|ψ(3)(t, x)|2ψ(3)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,
ψ(3)(tn, ·) = ψ(2)(tn+1/2, ·).

(3.14)

4) Compute the solution ψ(4) of the equation i∂tψ
(4)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂yyψ

(4)(t, x) + iΩx∂yψ
(4)(t, x), tn+1/2 < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(4)(tn+1/2, ·) = ψ(3)(tn+1, ·).
(3.15)

5) Finally, obtain the solution ψ(5) of the equation i∂tψ
(5)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂xxψ

(5)(t, x) − iΩy∂xψ
(5)(t, x), tn+1/2 < t ≤ tn+1, ∀x ∈ R2,

ψ(5)(tn+1/2, x) = ψ(4)(tn+1, x).
(3.16)

This last step finally gives ψn+1(x) := ψ(5)(tn+1/2, x). Each PDE with respect to x or y is solved through FFTs and
iFFTs.

The Strang ADI-TSSP scheme is second-order in time and spectrally accurate in space for a computational cost
O(M log M). The extensions to the 1d-3d cases are straightforward. Some interesting properties are related to the fact
that these schemes are time reversible, mass conserving, time transverse invariant and the dispersion relation holds
[7]. Unfortunately, the energy is not exactly conserved (for example when Ω = 0) [7]. Finally, the Lie and Strang
ADI-TSSP schemes are unconditionally stable.

6
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3.1.3. Extension of the TSSP schemes to the multi-components case
The TSSP schemes can be extended to the multi-components case [11, 57], i.e. a system of Nc coupled GPEs. For

x := (x1, ..., xd) ∈ Rd and with Nc ∈ N∗, we denote by Ψ = (ψ1, ..., ψNc ) a vector of Nc wave functions solution to the
following system of GPEs

i∂tΨ(t, x) = −
1
2

∆Ψ(t, x) + V(t, x)Ψ(t, x) +

d∑
j=1

G j(x\x j)∂x jΨ(t, x) + βF(Ψ, x)Ψ(t, x), t > 0, x ∈ Rd, (3.17)

where we set x\x j = (x1, ..., x j−1, x j+1, ..., xd). Concerning the definition of the operators occurring in the previous
equation, we refer to [8]. We furthermore assume that V and F are two symmetric operators to get the mass conser-
vation property

N(Ψ) :=
Nc∑
j=1

N(ψ j) =

Nc∑
j=1

∫
Rd
|ψ j(t, x)|2dx =

Nc∑
j=1

∫
Rd
|ψ j(0, x)|2dx = ‖Ψ‖20 = 1,

that is, we suppose that V`,m = Vm,` and F`,m = Fm,`, 1 ≤ `,m ≤ Nc. For the TSSP schemes included in GPELab, we
assume that F only depends on the amplitude of Ψ, i.e. F(Ψ, x) := F(|Ψ|, x), where we define |Ψ| = (

∑Nc
j=1 |ψ j|

2)1/2. Let
us note that an important point here is that we suppose that the variable coefficients matrices in front of the gradients
have the following expressions

G j(x\x j) =


G j

11(x\x j) G j
12(x\x j) · · · G j

1Nc
(x\x j)

G j
21(x\x j) G j

22(x\x j) · · · G j
2Nc

(x\x j)
...

...
. . .

...

G j
Nc1(x\x j) G j

Nc2(x\x j) · · · G j
NcNc

(x\x j)

 .

The initial data is Ψ(t = 0, x) = Ψ0(x) and therefore: Ψ0(x) := Ψ0(x). If Ψn designates the approximation of the
solution at tn, then the Lie TSSP scheme yields the two successive steps

1) First, solve the equation
i∂tΨ

(1)(t, x) = −
1
2

∆Ψ(1)(t, x) +

d∑
j=1

G j(x\x j)∂x jΨ
(1)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ Rd,

Ψ(1)(tn, ·) = Ψn(·).

(3.18)

2) Next, determine the solution to{
i∂tΨ

(2)(t, x) = V(t, x)Ψ(2)(t, x) + βF(|Ψ(2)|, x)Ψ(2)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ Rd,
Ψ(2)(tn, ·) = Ψ(1)(tn+1, ·).

(3.19)

Finally, we set: Ψn+1(·) := Ψ(2)(tn+1, ·). Thanks to the assumptions on the potential and the nonlinear operators, we
remark that the solution to (3.19) has a modulus which is conserved.

Lemma 1. For every t in [tn, tn+1], we have: |Ψ(2)(t, x)| = |Ψ(2)(tn, x)|.

Proof. First, we can write that

Nc∑
m=1

∂t |Ψ
(2)
m (t, x)|2 = 2

Nc∑
m=1

<
(
Ψ(2)

m (t, x)∗∂tΨ
(2)
m (t, x)

)
= −2

Nc∑
m,o=1

=
(
Ψ(2)

m (t, x)∗(Vmo(t, x) + Fmo(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x))Ψ(2)
o (t, x)

)
.

7
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By using Vmo(t, x) = Vom(t, x) and Fmo(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x) = Fom(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x), we obtain

Nc∑
m=1

∂t |Ψ
(2)
m (t, x)|2 =

−2
∑

Nc≥o>m≥1

=
(
(Vmo(t, x) + Fmo(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x))(Ψ(2)

m (t, x)∗Ψ(2)
o (t, x) + Ψ(2)

o (t, x)∗Ψ(2)
m (t, x))

)
−2

∑
Nc≥m≥1

=
(
(Vmm(t, x) + Fmm(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x))|Ψ(2)

m (t, x)|2
)

= −4
∑

Nc≥o>m≥1

=
(
(Vmo(t, x) + Fmo(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x))<(Ψ(2)

m (t, x)∗Ψ(2)
o (t, x))

)
= 0.

(3.20)

This concludes the proof.

Let us explicitly write the method in the 2d case for a system of Gross-Pitaevskii equations. A first step is to solve
the following equation

i∂tΨ
(1)(t, x) = −

1
2

∆Ψ(1)(t, x) +

2∑
j=1

G j(x\x j)∂x jΨ
(1)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ R2,

Ψ(1)(tn, ·) = Ψn(·).

(3.21)

As in the one-component case, an ADI method must be used to decouple the effects of the operators G j(x\x j)∂x j in
each direction. Therefore, we split Eq. (3.21) in two equations and we simply need to compute the solution of the
equation  i∂tΨ

(1,1)(t, x) = −
1
2
∂xxΨ

(1,1)(t, x) + G1(y)∂xΨ
(1,1)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ R2,

Ψ(1,1)(tn, ·) = Ψn(·),
(3.22)

then determine Ψ(1,2) such that i∂tΨ
(1,2)(t, x) = −

1
2
∂yyΨ

(1,2)(t, x) + G2(x)∂yΨ
(1,2)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ R2,

Ψ(1,2)(tn, ·) = Ψ(1,1)(tn+1, ·).
(3.23)

A second step is to solve Eq. (3.19) for a well-chosen initial data{
i∂tΨ

(2)(t, x) = V(t, x)Ψ(2)(t, x) + βF(|Ψ(2)(t, x)|, x)Ψ(2)(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ R2,
Ψ(2)(tn, ·) = Ψ(1,2)(tn+1, ·).

(3.24)

Thanks to Lemma 1, the solution is given by

Ψ(2)(t, x) = e−iβF(|Ψ(1,2)(tn+1,x)|,x)(t−tn)−ired
∫ t

tn
V(s,x)ds

Ψ(1,2)(tn+1, x). (3.25)

This finally gives the approximation: Ψn+1(x) ≈ Ψ(2)(tn+1, x). Let us remark that we have to compute the exponential
of a matrix to effectively evaluate (3.25) and that we use, as in the single-component case, Simpson’s quadrature rule
to numerically evaluate the time integration of the potential. For the full approximation, we adapt to each component
the spectral approximation based on fft and ifft in space. For both the Lie and Strang schemes, the spectral
approximation is written under a symmetrical form as for the one-component case.

3.2. Relaxation pseudo SPectral scheme (ReSP)

Introduced by Besse in [20], the relaxation scheme is inspired by the Crank-Nicolson scheme but without solving
a nonlinear equation (through a fixed point or a Newton-Raphson method). This dramatically reduces the computa-
tional cost of the scheme without loosing the second-order accuracy in time, unconditional stability and mass/energy
conservation [7].

8
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3.2.1. Relaxation pseudo SPectral scheme (ReSP) for the rotating GPE
The relaxation scheme applied to equation (2.1) is given by

φn+1/2 + φn−1/2

2
= β|ψn|2,

i
ψn+1 − ψn

δt
= (−

1
2

∆ −ΩLz + φn+1/2)
(
ψn+1 + ψn

2

)
+

Vn+1ψn+1 + Vnψn

2
,

(3.26)

where φn+1/2 = φ(tn+1/2, x), ψn = ψ(tn, x), Vn = V(tn, x) and the initial conditions are ψ0 = ψ0 and φ−1/2 = β|ψ0|
2. The

extension to a general nonlinearity is direct.
We now have to discretize the operator −∆ − ΩLz. To this end, we use the pseudospectral approximation of the

spatial derivatives based on the Fourier series expansions (3.10)-(3.11) (see [8]). By denoting [[A]] the discretized
operator A in related to the pseudo-spectral approximation, we have the following discretization{

[[φn+1/2]] = 2β[[|ψn|2]] − [[φn−1/2]],
ARe,nψn+1 = bRe,n,

(3.27)

where ψn+1 = (ψn+1(x j,k))( j,k)∈PJ,K is a discrete unknown array inMM(C) and x j,k = (x j, yk). Here,MM(C) designates
the set of complex-valued 2d (respectively 1d and 3d) arrays, with M = JK (respectively M = J and M = JKL) in
2d (respectively 1d and 3d). For conciseness, let us remark that we do not make any distinction between an array φ in
MM(C) and the corresponding reshaped vector in CM . The operator ARe,n is a map fromMM(C) to itself such that

ARe,n :=
(
i
[[I]]
δt

+
1
4

[[∆]] −
1
2

[[Vn+1]] −
1
2

[[φn+1/2]] +
1
2

Ω[[Lz]]
)
. (3.28)

Moreover, the vector bRe,n is given by

bRe,n :=
(
i
[[I]]
δt
−

1
4

[[∆]] +
1
2

[[Vn]] +
1
2

[[φn+1/2]] −
1
2

Ω[[Lz]]
)
ψn. (3.29)

The application of the operator ARe,n and the evaluation of the vector bRe,n are realized by applying the discretized
operators. For the identity, the potential and the nonlinear operators, the application is direct since it is done pointwise
in the physical space by setting

∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K , [[I]] j,k := δ j,k, [[V]] j,k := V(x j,k), [[|ψn|2]] j,k = |ψn(x j,k)|2. (3.30)

The symbol δ j,k denotes the Dirac delta symbol which is equal to 1 if and only if j = k and 0 otherwise. By using
(3.10) and (3.11), the partial differential operators in the x- and y-directions are discretized as

∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K , ([[∂x]]ψ) j,k =
1
J

J/2−1∑
p=−J/2

iµpψ̂p(yk, t)eiµp(x j+ax), ([[∂y]]ψ) j,k =
1
K

K/2−1∑
q=−K/2

iλqψ̂q(xk, t)eiλq(yk+ay),

leading to the following pseudospectral approximation of the operator Lz

∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K , ([[Lz]]ψ) j,k = −i
(
x j([[∂y]]ψ) j,k − yk([[∂x]]ψ) j,k

)
. (3.31)

The discrete second-order differential operators in the x- or y-directions are obtained through

∀( j, k) ∈ PJ,K , ([[∂2
x]]ψ) j,k =

1
J

J/2−1∑
p=−J/2

−µ2
pψ̂p(yk, t)eiµp(x j+ax), ([[∂2

y]]ψ) j,k =
1
K

K/2−1∑
q=−K/2

−λ2
qψ̂q(xk, t)eiλq(yk+ay),

yielding the discrete Laplace operator ∆ defined by

([[∆]]ψ) j,k =
(
[[∂2

x]]ψ + [[∂2
y]]ψ

)
j,k
. (3.32)

9
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We remark that the operator [[∆]] is diagonal in the Fourier space but not [[Lz]]. The evaluation of a partial differential
operator is made through FFT/iFFTs while the diagonal matrices in the physical space are directly applied. The linear
system in (3.27) is solved at each time step by the BiCGStab or GMRES Krylov subspace solvers. In the spirit of
[8, 9], an analytical (Thomas-Fermi (TF) or Laplace-like [8]) preconditioner is used to accelerate the convergence of
the iterative Krylov subspace solvers. Let us remark here that, unlike the stationary state case [8], the preconditioned
iterative solvers converge very fast and require a few iterations, even when large β and Ω and high spatial/time accuracy
are considered. A few examples are reported in [22] (pages 172-173).

The resulting scheme is called Relaxation pseudo SPectral scheme (ReSP). The scheme is second-order in time
and spectrally accurate in space. Its computational cost is O(M log M). The extension to the three-dimensional case
and other nonlinearities is direct in terms of coding. Other properties are related to the fact that it is time reversible,
mass and energy (for a cubic nonlinearity) conserving when the property holds at the continuous level. It is not time
transverse invariant and the dispersion relation is not satisfied. The scheme is unconditionally stable (see [7] for more
details).

3.2.2. Extension of the ReSP scheme to the multi-components case
The relaxation scheme can be extended to the multi-components situation in a similar way as in [8]. We consider

the same notations as in section 3.1.3. We have the following time discretization of system (3.17) based on the
relaxation scheme (for a general nonlinearity)

Φn+1/2 + Φn−1/2

2
= βF(Ψn),

Ψn+1 − Ψn

δt
= −i

−1
2

∆ +

d∑
j=1

G j∂x j + Φn+1/2

 Ψn+1 + Ψn

2
+

Vn+1Ψn+1 + VnΨn

2
,

for any n ≥ 0. Concerning the spatial discretization, we use again a pseudo spectral method based on the FFTs/iFFTs.
For the 2d case, the ReSP scheme reads{

[[Φn+1/2]] = 2β[[F(Ψn)]] − [[Φn−1/2]],
ARe,nΨn+1 = BRe,n,

(3.33)

where Ψn = ((ψn
1(x j,k))( j,k)∈PJ,K , ..., (ψ

n
Nc

(x j,k))( j,k)∈PJ,K ) is the discrete unknown array in CMNc , with M := JK. The
relaxation operator [[Φn+1/2]] ∈ MMNc (C) is updated by computing the nonlinear operator

[[F(Ψn)]] :=


[[F11(Ψn)]] [[F12(Ψn)]] · · · [[F1Nc (Ψ

n)]]
[[F21(Ψn)]] [[F22(Ψn)]] · · · [[F2Nc (Ψ

n)]]
...

...
. . .

...
[[FNc1(Ψn)]] [[F2Nc (Ψ

n)]] · · · [[FNcNc (Ψ
n)]]

 ,
setting [[F`m(Ψn)]] = (F`m(Ψn(x j,k)))( j,k)∈OJ,K , 1 ≤ `,m ≤ Nc. To be consistent with the one-component case, we
consider: [[Φ−1/2]] = β[[F(Ψ0(x))]]. The operator ARe,n ∈ MMNc (C) is defined by

ARe,n :=
(
i
[[INc ]]
δt

+
1
4

[[∆]] −
1
2

[[G1]][[∂x]] −
1
2

[[G2]][[∂y]] −
1
2

[[Vn+1]] −
1
2

[[Φn+1/2]]
)
. (3.34)

The vector bRe,n is

bRe,n :=
(
i
[[INc ]]
δt

−
1
4

[[∆]] +
1
2

[[G1]][[∂x]] +
1
2

[[G2]][[∂y]] +
1
2

[[Vn]] +
1
2

[[Φn+1/2]]
)
Ψn. (3.35)

The identity and potential operators are explicitly given by the matrices

[[INc ]] :=


[[I]] 0 · · · 0

0 [[I]] · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · [[I]]

 ∈ MMNc (R) and [[Vn]] :=


[[Vn

11]] [[Vn
12]] · · · [[Vn

1Nc
]]

[[Vn
21]] [[Vn

22]] · · · [[Vn
2Nc

]]
...

...
. . .

...
[[Vn

Nc1]] [[Vn
2Nc

]] · · · [[Vn
NcNc

]]

 ∈ MMNc (R),

10
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where the diagonal matrices are defined by: [[I]]`m = (δ j,k)( j,k)∈OJ,K ∈ MM(R) and [[Vn
`m]] = (V`m(tn, x j,k))( j,k)∈OJ,K

∈ MM(R). In (3.34) and (3.35) , we also have: [[∆]]Ψ := ([[∆ψ`]])`=1,...,Nc
∈ CMNc , and

[[∂x]]Ψ := ([[∂xψ`]])`=1,...,Nc
∈ CMNc , [[∂y]]Ψ :=

(
[[∂yψ`]]

)
`=1,...,Nc

∈ CMNc . (3.36)

For k = 1, 2, we define

[[Gk]] :=


[[Gk

11]] [[Gk
12]] · · · [[Gk

1Nc
]]

[[Gk
21]] [[Gk

22]] · · · [[Gk
2Nc

]]
...

...
. . .

...
[[Gk

Nc1]] [[Gk
2Nc

]] · · · [[Gk
NcNc

]]

 ∈ MMNc (C),

setting [[Gk
`m]] = (Gk

`m(x j,k))( j,k)∈OJ,K ∈ MM(C).
For solving the second equation of (3.33), we again use the preconditioned BiCGStab or GMRES. Concerning the

Thomas-Fermi (TF)-like preconditioner, since we have some coupling effects between the gazes through [[Vn+1]] and
[[Φn+1/2]], the preconditioner is not diagonal. In GPELab, we propose to only keep the diagonal part for precondition-
ing, that is, to include the potential and nonlinear self-interactions in each gas but neglecting the exchanges between
the gazes (the extra-diagonal blocks of the TF approximation are set to zero). Concretely, we build the following
diagonal TF preconditioner PRe,n

TF,diag given by

PRe,n
TF,diag :=

(
i
[[INc ]]
δt

−
1
2

[[Vn+1]]diag −
1
2

[[Φn+1/2]]diag

)−1

,

where [[Vn+1]]diag := ([[Vn+1
`` ]])`=1,...,Nc and [[Φn+1/2]]diag := ([[Φn+1/2]]``)`=1,...,Nc . We can also consider the Laplace

preconditioner PRe
∆

which is built by inverting the laplacian in the Fourier space

PRe
∆ :=

(
i
[[INc ]]
δt

+
1
4

[[∆]]
)−1

.

3.3. Integration of a stochastic potential
GPELab offers the possibility of integrating a stochastic time-dependent potential in the GPE

V(t, x) = V(x)ẇt,

where (ẇt)t≥0 is a noise, i.e. the formal time derivative of a stochastic process (wt)t≥0 ∈ C
γ(R+), with γ ∈]0, 1[. Let

us explain how this class of potentials is discretized in the TSSP and ReSP schemes for the one-component case. The
extension to the multi-components case is also available in GPELab, but, for the sake of brevity, not detailed below.

3.3.1. The case of the TSSP scheme
In the TSSP scheme, we essentially split the equation in two equations that we solve separately. In particular, the

second step (see Eq. (3.5)) consists now in solving{
i∂tψ2(t, x) = V(ẇ(t), x)ψ2(t, x) + β|ψ2|

2ψ2(t, x), tn < t ≤ tn+1,∀x ∈ R2,
ψ2(tn, ·) = ψ1(tn+1, ·).

(3.37)

We have seen in section 3.1.1 that we can exactly integrate the nonlinearity and the time-dependent potential for the
deterministic case. Here, we obtain

tn < t ≤ tn+1, ψ2(t, x) = ψ1(tn+1, x)e−iβ|ψ1(tn+1,x)|2(t−tn)−i
∫ t

tn
V(x)ẇsds.

Since the time integration of the stochastic potential gives∫ t

tn
V(x)ẇsds = V(x)(wt − wtn ),

one gets
∀t ∈ [tn, tn+1], ψ2(t, x) = ψ1(tn+1, x)e−iβ|ψ1(tn+1,x)|2(t−tn)−iV(x)(wt−wtn ).

11
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3.3.2. The case of the ReSP scheme
For the ReSP, we have to discretize the noise. To this end, we use the scheme∫ tn+1

tn
V(x)ψ(s, x)ẇsds = V(x)

∫ tn+1

tn
ψ(s, x)ẇsds ≈ V(x)

ψ(tn+1, x) + ψ(tn, x)
2

(wtn+1 − wtn ).

This leads to the ReSP scheme for the stochastic GPE
φn+1/2 + φn−1/2

2
= β|ψn|2,

i
ψn+1 − ψn

δt
= (−

1
2

∆ −ΩLz + Vn)
(
ψn+1 + ψn

2

)
+ φn+1/2

(
ψn+1 + ψn

2

)
,

(3.38)

where φn+1/2 = φ(tn+1/2, x), ψn = ψ(tn, x) and Vn = V (x)
(wtn+1−wtn

δt

)
.

4. GPELab functions for the dynamics

In [8], we presented the GPELab functions for computing the ground states of the GPE. In a similar way, functions
are built for the dynamics. Compared to the stationary states computation, the numerical simulation of the dynam-
ics remains close in terms of coding. This is first realized by using the Method Vard2d and Geometry2D Var2d

functions. The Geometry2D Var2d function is used in the same way as for stationary states [8]. Calling the
Method Var2d function is also similar but we nevertheless precise here the specific arguments for the dynamics.
To avoid too much details, we refer to [8] for the various notations and an introduction to GPELab (section 7).

4.1. The Method Var2d function

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time, Stop crit,

Max iter, Precond type, Output, Splitting, BESP, Solver FD, Iterative tol,

Iterative maxit);

Table 1. The Method Var2d function.

The Method Var2d function creates the Method structure that contains all the parameters relative to the method
(see [8] section 7.2.1 for the stationary case). Here, we specify the optional arguments for the dynamics

• Computation (S,’Dynamic’) is a variable that must be ’Dynamic’ to compute the dynamic of the GPE (it can
also be set to ’Ground’ for computing stationary states).

• Ncomponents (N,1) is a variable corresponding to the number of components of the condensate.

• Type (S, ’Splitting’) is a variable which precises the scheme that is used in the simulation. In the case of a
dynamical computation, it must be either ’Splitting’ for a TSSP scheme (see section 3.1) or ’Relaxation’
for the ReSP scheme (see section 3.2).

• Deltat (R+,1e-3) is the uniform time step.

• Stop time (R+,1) is a variable that defines the final time of computation for the dynamics. The total number
of time iterations is therefore

#Iter = Int[[
Stop time

Deltat
]],

where Int[[·]] denotes the integer part function.

• Stop crit (R+,1e-8) is a variable fixing the stopping criterion for the ground state computation [8].

• Max iter (N, 1e6) is a variable corresponding to the maximum number of iterations for a stationary state
computation.

12
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• Preconditioner (S,’FLaplace’) is a variable that must be either ’None’ for a calculation without pre-
conditioner, ’Laplace’ for the Laplace preconditioner, ’ThomasFermi’ for the Thomas-Fermi precondi-
tioner, ’FThomasFermi’ for a multi-components Thomas-Fermi preconditioner and ’FLaplace’ for a multi-
components Laplace preconditioner.

• Output (N,1) is a variable equals to 1 if one computes some outputs during the simulation or 0 otherwise.

• Splitting (S,’Strang’) is a variable with the value ’Lie’ for the Lie TSSP scheme, ’Strang’ for the
Strang TSSP scheme (see Section 3.1) or ’Fourth’ for a fourth-order TSSP scheme [12].

• BESP (N,0) is a variable that must be either 1 if one uses a fixed-point Jacobi method or 0 for the Krylov method
when using the BESP spectral scheme [8] (stationary case).

• Solver FD (N,0) is a variable equal to 1 when using a direct Gauss solver or 0 for the Krylov subspace method
when a finite difference scheme (in space) is used [8] (stationary states).

• Iterative tol (R+, 1e-9) is a variable that fixes the residual stopping criterion in the Krylov subspace solver.

• Iterative maxit (N,1e3) is a variable that corresponds to the maximum number of iterations for the Krylov
subspace solver.

Let us consider for example that we want to compute the time-dependent solution of a single-component BEC by
using a TSSP scheme. We fix: δt = 10−3 and a final time of computation T = 1. Moreover, we require that some
outputs are calculated during the simulation. The resulting GPELab code is given in Table 2. (We remark that adding
the preconditioner as ’Laplace’ does not change anything in the simulation since we use a (explicit) TSSP scheme.)

Computation = ’Dynamic;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’Splitting’;

Deltat = 1e-3;

Stop time = 1;

Stop crit = [];

Max iter = [];

Precond type = ’Laplace’;

Output = 1;

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time, Stop crit,

Max iter, Precond type, Output);

Table 2. An example of initialization and use of the Method Var2d function.

To set the physical problem, we need to define the operators involved in the GPE similarly to [8]. For the sake of
completeness, we only list in sections 4.2 and 4.3 the physical operators which are specific to the dynamics.

4.2. The TimePotential Var2d function

Physics2D = TimePotential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, TimePotential, G );

Table 3. The TimePotential Var2d function.

GPELab, through the TimePotential Var2d function, allows to define a time-dependent potential operator (i.e.
V(t, x)) in the problem by modifying the Physics2D structure. It must be provided with the Method and Physics2D

structures and takes the following optional arguments

13
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• TimePotential: If a function TimePotential in F(R+,MNy,Nx (R)2;MNy,Nx (C)) is provided, the physical
time-dependent potential is defined as follows, for each j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc},

V j,k(t, x, y) =

{
TimePotential(t, x, y) if j = k
0 if j , k .

If TimePotential is a cell array of functions in

CNc,Nc {F(R+,MNy,Nx (R)2;MNy,Nx (C))},

then the potential is
V j,k(t, x, y) = TimePotential{ j, k}(t, x, y)

for j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc}. The default argument is quadratic potential2d which corresponds to

V j,k(t, x, y) =

{ 1
2 (x2 + y2) if j = k
0 if j , k

• G (MNc,Nc (C), ones(N c)) is a complex-valued variable that multiplies the potential element-by-element, lead-
ing to the following time-dependent potential

V j,k(t, x, y) = G( j, k)TimePotential{ j, k}(t, x, y)

for j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc}.

To define a quadratic potential with a time-dependent intensity (see Table 4): V(t, x) = ( 1
2 + cos(t))|x|2, its expres-

sion is first given and the Physics2D structure is modified through the TimePotential Var2d function call.

Example Timepotential = @(t,x,y) (1/2+cos(t)).*(x.^2 + y.^2)

Physics2D = TimePotential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, Example Timepotential );

Table 4. An example of how to use the TimePotential Var2d function.

4.3. The StochasticPotential Var2d function

Physics2D = StochasticPotential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, StochasticPotential, G ,

StochasticProcess);

Table 5. The StochasticPotential Var2d function.

It is possible to include a stochastic potential operator in the physical problem, i.e. a potential defined by a noise ẇt.
The StochasticPotential Var2d function defines the stochastic potential operator (i.e. V(ẇt, x)) in the problem
by modifying the Physics2D structure. It must be provided with the Method and Physics2D structures and considers
the optional arguments

• StochasticPotential: If a function StochasticPotential in F(R+,MNy,Nx (R)2;MNy,Nx (C)) is given, the
physical stochastic potential is defined as follows, for each j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc},

V j,k(ẇt, x, y) =

{
StochasticPotential(ẇ(t), x, y) if j = k
0 if j , k

If StochasticPotential is a cell array of functions in

CNc,Nc {F(R+,MNy,Nx (R)2;MNy,Nx (C))},
14
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then the potential is
V j,k(ẇt, x, y) = StochasticPotential{ j, k}(ẇt, x, y)

for j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc}. The default argument is quadratic potential2d

V j,k(ẇt, x, y) =

{ 1
2 (x2 + y2) if j = k
0 if j , k .

• G (MNc,Nc (C), ones(N c)) is a complex-valued variable that multiplies each component of the potential

V j,k(ẇt, x, y) = G( j, k)StochasticPotential{ j, k}(ẇt, x, y)

for j, k ∈ {1, ...,Nc}.

• StochasticProcess is a function corresponding to (wt)t∈R+ when defining the StochasticPotential func-
tion. The StochasticPotential function is computed by using a scalar value corresponding to ẇt.

For example, to define V(ẇt, x) = 1/2(x2ẇt +y2), where (wt)t∈R+ is a brownian motion, we first compute a brownian
motion by using the Brownian Process2d function which generates such a stochastic process. We provide the
resulting GPELab code in Table 4 where we simulate a brownian motion and then we modify the Physics2D structure
by using the StochasticPotential Var2d function.

Brownian = Brownian Process2d(Method);

Physics2D = StochasticPotential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, ...

@(w,x,y) (1/2)*(x.^2*w + y.^2), [] , Brownian );

Table 6. How to use the StochasticPotential Var2d function.

4.4. Further options before launching the simulation
The initial data can be defined by using the InitialData Var2d function but can also be the result of the

numerical computation of a stationary state by using GPELab. The outputs of a calculation are fixed through the
OutputsINI Var2d function and are computed like for the stationary case (by using the variable Evo outputs, see
section 7.4.1 in [8], the number of iterations corresponding to the number of time steps). We also need to build the
Print and Figure structures (by using the Print Var2d and Figure Var2d functions, respectively, see sections
7.4.2 and 7.2.3 in [8]). Finally, the GPELab2d function is called to launch the simulation. We refer to [8] (section 7)
for further details about these functions and variables.

5. Examples of computations

5.1. Collision of two bright solitons for a system of GPEs in 1d
This first example consists in computing the dynamics of two bright solitons for a system of GPEs with coupled

cubic nonlinearities in 1d [52]. We define the following system of GPE
i∂tψ1(t, x) = −

1
2

∆ψ1(t, x) −
[
α1|ψ1(t, x)|2 + (α1 + 2α2)|ψ2(t, x)|2

]
ψ1(t, x), t > 0, ∀x ∈ R,

i∂tψ2(t, x) = −
1
2

∆ψ2(t, x) −
[
α1|ψ2(t, x)|2 + (α1 + 2α2)|ψ1(t, x)|2

]
ψ2(t, x), t > 0, ∀x ∈ R,

ψ1(0, x) = ψ1,0(x) and ψ2(0, x) = ψ2,0(x),

with α1 = 0.25 and α2 = −0.1965. We begin by building the Method and Geometry1D structures. We consider the
ReSP scheme for two components, a time step δt := 10−2 and a final time of computation T = 25. The grid for the
spectral method uses 211+1 points on the interval ]−40, 40[ (see Table 7). We know that the default dispersion operator
is the Laplace operator and we only need to define the coupled nonlinearities. Therefore, we build the Physics1D

15
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structure with the correct coefficients and then add the default dispersion and the nonlinear operator to the physics of
the problem (see Table 8). To simulate a bright soliton, we start with the initial data

ψ1,0(x) =

√
2
α1

b`sech(b`(x − x`)) exp
(
i
c`
2

x + n`
)

and ψ2,0(x) =

√
2
α1

brsech(br(x − xr)) exp
(
i
cr

2
x + nr

)
,

for b` =

√
n` +

c2
`

4 , br =

√
nr +

c2
r

4 , c` = 0.15, cr = −0.15, n` = 0.03, nr = 0.1, x` = −15 and xr = 0. We use the
Geometry1D structure to obtain the mesh grid through the variable X and compute the initial data (see Table 9). We
print out the informations related to our computation in the command window every 15 iterations and draw the square
of the amplitude of the solution. In addition, we also compute the position of the soliton through the formula

< x >=

∫
R

x|ψ(t, x)|2dx, (5.39)

as an output with the name ’Position of the soliton’ every 10 iterations. Furthermore, we save the solution
during the simulation. The resulting code is given in Table 10. At the end of the simulation, we obtain the informations
about the soliton by using the Outputs structure (like the soliton position). We can use Draw Timesolution1d to
draw the evolution of the modulus of each solution and print out the positions by using the plot Matlab function (see
Table 11). We report the trajectories of the solitons on figures 1(a)-1(b) (where a splitting of the second soliton after
the collision occurs) and the position of each soliton on figures 1(c)-1(d).

Computation = ’Dynamic’;

Ncomponents = 2;

Type = ’Relaxation’;

Deltat = 1e-2;

Stop time = 25;

Method = Method Var1d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time);

xmin = -40;

xmax = 40;

Nx = 2^11+1;

Geometry1D = Geometry1D Var1d(xmin,xmax, Nx);

Table 7. Building the Method and Geometry1D structures to compute the initial data.

Delta = 1;

Beta = 1;

alpha 1 = 0.25;

alpha 2 = -0.1965;

Physics1D = Physics1D Var1d(Method, Delta, Beta);

Physics1D = Dispersion Var1d(Method, Physics1D);

Coupled NL{1,1} = @(Phi,X) alpha 1*abs(Phi{1}).^2 + (alpha 1+2*alpha 2)*abs(Phi{2}).^2;

Coupled NL{1,2} = @(Phi,X) 0;

Coupled NL{2,1} = @(Phi,X) 0;

Coupled NL{2,2} = @(Phi,X) alpha 1*abs(Phi{2}).^2 + (alpha 1+2*alpha 2)*abs(Phi{1}).^2;

Physics1D = Nonlinearity Var1d(Method, Physics1D, Coupled NL);

Table 8. Setting the Physics1D structure and adding the nonlinear operator.

5.2. Dynamics of a rotating Bose-Einstein condensate perturbed by a random gaussian potential in 2d
We consider now the case of the dynamics of a 2d single-component GPE with a cubic nonlinearity, a rotating

operator and a random potential. The random potential is a gaussian potential with a random intensity which creates
16
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c l = 1.2;

n l = 0.03;

b l = sqrt(n l+c l^2/4);

X l = -15;

X = Geometry1D.X;

Phi 0{1} = sqrt(2/abs(alpha 1))*b l*sech(b l*(X-X l)).*exp(1i*c l*X/2+ n l);

c r = -0.5;

n r = 0.1;

b r = sqrt(n r+c r^2/4);

X r = 0;

X = Geometry1D.X;

Phi 0{2} = sqrt(2/abs(alpha 1))*b r*sech(b r*(X-X r)).*exp(1i*c r*X/2+ n r);

Table 9. Building the initial data.

Solution save = 1;

Outputs iterations = 10;

Output function{1} = @(Phi,X,FFTX) Geometry1D.dx*sum(X.*abs(Phi).^2);

Output name{1} = ’Position of the soliton’;

Outputs = OutputsINI Var1d(Method,Outputs iterations,Solution save,Output function,...

Output name);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 15;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var1d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi,Outputs]= GPELab1d(Phi 0,Method,Geometry1D,Physics1D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 10. Setting the outputs and the Print structure then launching the simulation.

Draw Timesolution1d(Outputs,Method,Geometry1D,Figure Var1d);

figure(3)

Time = [0:0.1:25];

plot(Time, Outputs.User defined local{1,1})

xlabel(’Time’)

ylabel(’Position of Psi 1’)

figure(4)

plot(Time, Outputs.User defined local{2,1})

xlabel(’Time’)

ylabel(’Position of Psi 2’)

Table 11. Plotting the evolution of the soliton position.

sound waves in the condensate. Our goal is to observe the interaction between the sound waves and the vortices [51].
We first compute a ground state for the deterministic GPE with a quadratic potential and a cubic nonlinearity

i∂tψ(t, x, y) = −
1
2

∆ψ(t, x, y) +
1
2

(|x|2 + |y|2)ψ(t, x, y) + β|ψ(t, x, y)|2ψ(t, x, y) + iΩ(x∂y − y∂x)ψ(t, x, y),

with β = 1000 and Ω = 0.6. We build the Method and Geometry2D structures and consider the BESP scheme [8, 9]
for the stationary state computation with δt = 0.5 and the (weak) stopping criterion ε = 10−8. The computational box
is O =] − 10, 10[2 for J = K = 28 grid points (see Table 12). Thanks to Table 13, the physics is built by using the
Potential Var2d, Nonlinearity Var2d, Gradientx Var2d and Gradienty Var2d functions. The initial wave
function is the Thomas-Fermi approximation which is fixed in GPELab by using the InitialData Var2d function

17
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(a) Evolution of |ψ1 |. (b) Evolution of |ψ2 |.
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(c) Position of ψ1 during the simulation.
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(d) Position of ψ2 during the simulation.

Figure 1. Collision of two bright solitons for a system of GPEs in 1d.

(see Table 14). To launch the computation, the defaults Outputs (respectively Print) structure is first initialized by
using the OutputsINI Var2d (respectively Print Var2d) function. Next, the GPELab2d function is called and the
ground state is stored in the variable Phi 1 (see Table 15). At the end of the computation, we obtain the ground state
whose modulus is depicted in Figure 2.

We consider now a random gaussian potential in the GPE and simulate the nonlinear dynamics of the BEC. We
first rebuild the Method structure for this dynamical problem. We use a TSSP scheme with δt := 10−3 for a maximal
time of computation T = 1 (see Table 16). The random gaussian potential is defined by

V(t, x) = V0e−|x−x0 |
2/2`2

ẇt,

where (ẇt)t∈R+ is a white noise. We first compute a brownian motion (wt)t∈R+ and then add the stochastic potential
to the Physics2D structure by using the Brownian Process2d GPELab function (see Table 17). We next set the
outputs, the printing informations (Table 18), and then launch the simulation. At the end of the simulation, we draw
some snapshots of the modulus of the BEC and observe the propagation of sound waves in the rotating Bose-Einstein
condensate (see Figures 3(a)-3(d)).
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Computation = ’Ground’;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’BESP’;

Deltat = 1e-1;

Stop time = [];

Stop crit = {’MaxNorm’,1e-10};

Max iter= 6e4;

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time ,

Stop crit,Max iter);

xmin = -10;

xmax = 10;

ymin = -10;

ymax = 10;

Nx = 2^8+1;

Ny = 2^8+1;

Geometry2D = Geometry2D Var2d(xmin,xmax, ymin,ymax, Nx, Ny);

Table 12. Building the Method and Geometry2D structures for the computation of a stationary state.

Delta = 0.5;

Beta = 1000;

Omega = 0.52;

Physics2D = Physics2D Var2d(Method,Delta,Beta,Omega);

Physics2D = Potential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(x,y) (1/2)*(x.^2+y.^2));

Physics2D = Nonlinearity Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(phi,x,y) abs(phi).^2 );

Physics2D = Gradientx Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(x,y) -1i*Omega*y );

Physics2D = Gradienty Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(x,y) 1i*Omega*x );

Table 13. Setting the Physics2D structure to compute the stationary state.

InitialData choice = 2 ;

Phi 0 = InitialData Var2d(Method, Geometry2D, Physics2D,InitialData choice);

Table 14. Initialization by the Thomas-Fermi approximation.

Outputs = OutputsINI Var2d(Method);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 15;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var2d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi 1,Outputs]= GPELab2d(Phi 0,Method,Geometry2D,Physics2D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 15. Launching the computation of the ground state.

5.3. Dynamics of a Rydberg-dressed Bose-Einstein condensate in 2d

The aim of this third example is to compute the dynamics of a two-dimensional quantum crystal [30]. We indeed
consider the 2d single-component GPE with a cubic nonlocal nonlinearity and a potential given by

i∂tψ(t, x, y) = −
1
2

∆ψ(t, x, y) + V(x, y)ψ(t, x, y) + α(
∫
R2

|ψ(t, x̃, ỹ)|2

1 + ((x − x̃)2 + (y − ỹ)2)3 dx̃dỹ)ψ(t, x, y). (5.40)
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Figure 2. Ground state computed with GPELab by using the parameters from section 5.2.

Computation = ’Dynamic’;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’Splitting’;

Deltat = 1e-3;

Stop time = 1;

Stop crit = [];

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time , Stop crit);

Table 16. Building the Method structure for a dynamical problem.

X 0 = 0;

Y 0 = 0;

d = 4;

V 0 = 2;

Brownian = Brownian Process2d(Method);

Physics2D = StochasticPotential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(W,X,Y)

V 0*exp(-((X-X 0).^2+(Y-Y 0).^2)/2*d^2).*W, [], @(t,X,Y) Brownian(t));

Table 17. Adding the random potential.

Save Solution = 1;

Outputs = OutputsINI Var2d(Method,Save Solution);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 10;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var2d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi,Outputs]= GPELab2d(Phi 1,Method,Geometry2D,Physics2D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 18. Printing instructions.

Our experiment consists in first computing the ground state of the previous equation with a quadratic-plus double-well
potential

V(x, y) =
ω2

2

(
x2 + y2

)
+ V0e−

x2

2d2 , (5.41)
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(a) Solution at time t = 0.5. (b) Solution at time t = 1.

(c) Solution at time t = 1.5. (d) Solution at time t = 2.

Figure 3. Evolution of a Bose-Einstein condensate perturbed by a random gaussian potential.

with ω = 5, V0 = 750 and d = 0.7. This ground state will be used as an initial data. Then, we set the double-well
potential to zero (V0 = 0) and observe the dynamics of the quantum crystal.

In equation (5.40), the nonlocal nonlinearity takes into account the van der Waals interaction between the Rydberg-
dressed ground-states atoms of the BEC and writes [30]

F(ψ) = α

∫
Rd

UvdW(x − y)|ψ(t, y)|2dy = α

∫
Rd

R6|ψ(t, y)|2

R6 + |x − y|6
dy,

where α ∈ R is an interaction constant and R ∈ R+ is the blockade radius. We remark that this kind of interaction can
be numerically computed efficiently by using FFT and iFFT through the following formula

F(ψ) = αR F −1
ξ

(
ÛvdW(Rξ) |̂ψ|2(ξ)

)
(x), (5.42)

where ÛvdW is the Fourier transform of the van der Waals interaction potential UvdW and is given by [30]

ÛvdW(ξ) =

(
2π2

3

) (
e−ξ/2

ξ

) (
e−ξ/2 − 2 sin(π/6 −

√
3ξ/2)

)
, (5.43)

with ξ = |ξ| (the continuous Fourier covariable ξ is defined by ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) with respect to (x, y)). An asymptotic
analysis of the previous formula enables us to obtain that lim

|ξ|→0
ÛvdW(ξ) = 2π2

3 .
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We first compute a ground state for equation (5.40) with α = 20000. We build the Method and Geometry2D

structures and consider the BESP scheme [8, 9] for the stationary state computation with δt = 0.01 and the (weak)
stopping criterion ε = 10−6. The computational box is O =] − 15, 15[2 for J = K = 29 grid points (see Table 19).
Then, we define each operator from equation (5.40) in our script and integrate them in the Physics2D structure. In
order to implement the nonlocal nonlinearity arising in the GPE , we use the expressions (5.42) and (5.43) to define
the RydBergInteraction2d function given in Table 20 which enables us to numerically compute the nonlinear term
via FFT and iFFT. Let us remark that the implementation of the Fourier transform of the Green kernel is not singular
at ξ| = 0 in Table 20 since we replace the singular values with R 2π2

3 . With the help of the FFTNonlinearity Var2d

function, we add the nonlinear operator to the Physics2D structure. Concerning the potential and the dispersion
operators, they are handled in the same way as in subsection 5.2. The resulting code is given in Table 21. The
initial wave function is a gaussian which is defined in GPELab by using the InitialData Var2d function (see Table
22). To launch the computation, the defaults Outputs (respectively Print) structure is first initialized by using the
OutputsINI Var2d (respectively Print Var2d) function (see Table 23). Next, the GPELab2d function is called and
the ground state is stored in the variable Phi 1 (see Table 15). At the end of the computation, we obtain the ground
state whose modulus is depicted in Figure 4.

We can now launch the dynamical simulation. We first modify the Method structure in order to use the ReSP
scheme with a time step δt := 10−3 and a final time of computation T = 5 (see Table 24). We redefine the Physics2D
structure to remove the double-well potential in Table 25. We next set the outputs, the printing informations (Table
26), and then launch the simulation. At the end of the simulation, we retrieve, via the Outputs structure, the solution
at different times and draw the evolution of the Rydberg-dressed BEC (see Figures 5(a)-5(d)). After the collision
between the two parts of the quantum crystal, we can see some interference patterns as well as some turbulence.
Then, finally, the BEC stabilizes to a new crystal structure.

Computation = ’Ground’;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’BESP’;

Deltat = 1e-2;

Stop time = [];

Stop crit = {’Energy’,1e-6};

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time , Stop crit);

xmin = -15;

xmax = 15;

ymin = -15;

ymax = 15;

Nx = 2^9+1;

Ny = 2^9+1;

Geometry2D = Geometry2D Var2d(xmin,xmax, ymin,ymax, Nx, Ny);

Table 19. Building the Method and Geometry2D structures for the computation of a stationary state.

function Dipolar2d = RydbergInteraction2d(R0,phi,fftx,ffty)

q = R0*sqrt(fftx.^2+ffty.^2);

K = R0*(2*pi^2/3)*(exp(-q/2)./q).*(exp(-q/2)-2*sin(pi/6-sqrt(3)/2*q));

K(isinf(K)) = R0*(2*pi^2/3);

Dipolar2d = (1/2)*real(ifft2(K.*fft2(abs(phi).^2)));

Table 20. The function RydbergInteraction2d used to compute the nonlocal nonlinearity from equation (5.40).
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Delta = 0.5;

Beta = 20000;

Physics2D = Physics2D Var2d(Method,Delta,Beta);

omega = 5;

V 0 = 750;

d = 0.7;

Physics2D = Potential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(x,y) (1/2)*(x.^2+y.^2) +...

V 0*exp(-x.^2/(2*d^2)));

R0 = 0.8;

Physics2D = Nonlinearity Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(phi,x,y,fftx,ffty)

RydbergInteraction2d(R0,phi,fftx,ffty) );

Table 21. Setting the Physics2D structure to compute the stationary state.

InitialData choice = 1 ;

Phi 0 = InitialData Var2d(Method, Geometry2D, Physics2D,InitialData choice);

Table 22. Initialization by a gaussian function.

Outputs = OutputsINI Var2d(Method);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 15;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var2d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi 1,Outputs]= GPELab2d(Phi 0,Method,Geometry2D,Physics2D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 23. Launching the computation of the ground state.

Figure 4. Ground state computed with GPELab by using the parameters from section 5.3.

5.4. Dynamics of a superfluid with a random initial data in 3d

The third and last example is related to the nonlinear dynamics of a turbulent superfluid [34]. We want to simulate
the dynamics of the following nonlinear Schrödinger equation

i∂tψ(t, x, y, z) = −
1
2

∆ψ(t, x, y, z) + β|ψ(t, x, y, z)|2ψ(t, x, y, z), t > 0, (5.44)
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Computation = ’Dynamic’;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’Relaxation’;

Deltat = 1e-3;

Stop time = 5;

Stop crit = [];

Method = Method Var2d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time , Stop crit);

Table 24. Redefining the Method structure for a dynamical problem.

Delta = 0.5;

Beta = 20000;

Physics2D = Physics2D Var2d(Method,Delta,Beta);

omega = 5;

Physics2D = Potential Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(x,y) (1/2)*(x.^2+y.^2));

R0 = 0.8;

Physics2D = Nonlinearity Var2d(Method, Physics2D, @(phi,x,y,fftx,ffty)

RydbergInteraction2d(R0,phi,fftx,ffty) );

Table 25. Setting the Physics2D structure without the double-well potential to simulate the dynamics.

Save Solution = 1;

Outputs = OutputsINI Var2d(Method,Save Solution);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 10;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var2d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi,Outputs]= GPELab2d(Phi 1,Method,Geometry2D,Physics2D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 26. Printing instructions.

with an initial data corresponding to a superfluid with a uniform density and a random phase. In this simulation, we
consider a splitting scheme with a time step δt = 10−3 and the computational domain O =]− 2, 2[3, with J = K = L =

27 grid points. We build the Method and Geometry2D structures (see Table 27). We consider now the 3d GPE (5.44)
for β = 0.001 (see Table 28). Following a procedure similar to [34], we set the initial data as

ψ0(x, y, z) = eiφ(x,y,z),

where φ is a random gaussian field with a covariance function given by c(x, y, z) = ae−(x2+y2+z2)/2d2
, with a = 1 and

d = 0.5. We compute φ with the help of the Stationary Gaussian Field3d function (see Table 31). Then, we
define the Outputs structure so that we compute the mean momentum < pj > j=1,2,3 of the BEC (see Table 32)

< pj >=

∫
R3
ψ(t, x)∗∂x jψ(t, x)dx.

Finally, the Print structure is defined and the GPELab3d function is called. We print the informations every 10
iterations, draw the modulus (by using isovalues) and the phase (by using slices) (see Table 33). At the end of
the simulation, we draw the 10−6-isovalues of the modulus of the solution at time T = 1 without transparency (by
setting alpha = 1) (see Table 34). This leads to Figures 6(a)-6(b) where, in particular, we observe some vortices
filamentation.
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(a) Solution at time t = 1. (b) Solution at time t = 1.5.

(c) Solution at time t = 2. (d) Solution at time t = 5.

Figure 5. Collision in a Rydberg-dressed Bose-Einstein condensate.

(a) 10−6-isovalues of the modulus of the solution at time t = 1. (b) Slice of the phase of the solution at time t = 1.

Figure 6. Turbulence in a superfluid: modulus and phase of the solution at the end of the simulation.
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Computation = ’Dynamic’;

Ncomponents = 1;

Type = ’Splitting’;

Deltat = 1e-3;

Stop time = 1;

Stop crit = [];

Method = Method Var3d(Computation,Ncomponents, Type, Deltat, Stop time,Stop crit);

xmin = -2;

xmax = 2;

ymin = -2;

ymax = 2;

zmin = -2;

zmax = 2;

Nx = 2^7+1;

Ny = 2^7+1;

Nz = 2^7+1;

Geometry3D = Geometry3D Var3d(xmin,xmax, ymin,ymax, Nx, Ny);

Table 27. Building the Method and Geometry3D structures for the computation of the initial data.

Delta = 1;

Beta = 1e-3;

Physics3D = Physics3D Var3d(Method,Delta,Beta);

Physics3D = Potential Var3d(Method, Physics3D);

Physics3D = Nonlinearity Var3d(Method, Physics3D);

Table 28. Building and defining the Physics3D structure for the initial data.

InitialData choice = 2 ;

Phi 0 = InitialData Var3d(Method, Geometry3D, Physics3D,InitialData choice);

Table 29. Initialization by the Thomas-Fermi approximation.

Outputs iterations = 10;

Outputs save = 0:

Outputs = OutputsINI Var3d(Method,Outputs iterations,Outputs save);

Printing = 1;

Evo = 15;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var3d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi 1,Outputs]= GPELab3d(Phi 0,Method,Geometry3D,Physics3D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 30. Launching the computation of a stationary state to provide an initial data.

A = 1;

d = 0.5;

Random Phase = Stationary Gaussian Field3d(Geometry3D,...

@(X,Y,Z) A*exp(-(X.^2 + Y.^2 + Z.^2)/(2*d^2)));

Phi 1{1} = exp(-2i*pi*Random Phase);

Table 31. Adding a random phase to the initial state.
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Solution save = 0;

Outputs iterations = 10;

Output function{1} = @(Phi,X,Y,Z,FFTX,FFTY,FFTZ) Geometry3D.dx*Geometry3D.dy*...

Geometry3D.dz*sum(sum(sum(ifftn(FFTX.*fftn(Phi)).*conj(Phi))));

Output function{2} = @(Phi,X,Y,Z,FFTX,FFTY,FFTZ) Geometry3D.dx*Geometry3D.dy*...

Geometry3D.dz*sum(sum(sum(ifftn(FFTY.*fftn(Phi)).*conj(Phi))));

Output function{3} = @(Phi,X,Y,Z,FFTX,FFTY,FFTZ) Geometry3D.dx*Geometry3D.dy*...

Geometry3D.dz*sum(sum(sum(ifftn(FFTZ.*fftn(Phi)).*conj(Phi))));

Output name{1} = ’BEC Momentum X’;

Output name{2} = ’BEC Momentum Y’;

Output name{3} = ’BEC Momentum Z’;

Outputs = OutputsINI Var3d(Method,Outputs iterations,Solution save,...

Output function,Output name);

Table 32. Setting the Outputs structure for the dynamical problem.

Printing = 1;

Evo = 10;

Draw = 1;

Print = Print Var3d(Printing,Evo,Draw);

[Phi,Outputs]= GPELab3d(Phi 1,Method,Geometry3D,Physics3D,Outputs,[],Print);

Table 33. Launching the simulation with the GPELab3d function.

View = 3;

Isovalue = 1e-6;

Aspect = 1;

Figure = Figure Var3d(View,Isovalue,Aspect);

Draw Solution3d(Phi,Method,Geometry3D,Figure);

Table 34. Drawing 10−6-isovalues of the modulus with no transparency.

6. Conclusion

This second paper presents the functionalities of GPELab to compute the deterministic and stochastic nonlinear
dynamics of BECs modeled through the GPEs. GPELab includes some robust and efficient time-splitting and relax-
ation schemes in time with spectral accuracy in space (related to FFTs) for a large class of systems of GPEs. After
presenting the specific GPELab functions for the nonlinear dynamics, a few 1d-2d-3d examples show how to build
advanced GPELab scripts.
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